1.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by Drummerman49

10/05/2009
Hey There, we had Texas Cable Doctors LLC come out to our home to mount our
50" samsung tv on the fireplace. Surprisingly to my wife & I they were 10
minutes early. These guys were very curtious and friendly. They got right to work
and was very carefull working around our furniture. They did a fantastic job and
cleaned up the area. (my wife tried to get them to clean the rest of the house) LOL
:) . The tv looked better than I thought it would and no wires showing. They
explained how everything worked and thanked us for letting them work for us. I
will definitely recommend them to my friends. Great Job Gentlemen

2.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by ZW

07/28/2009
Very happy with Texas Cable Doctors' work, which was to install several runs of
Cat5e cabling between four different rooms, run speaker cables for a 7.1 home
theater system and mount/connect the rear and center surround speakers, and
install a pair of concealed stereo speaker cables in the living room. Lee spent a
good hour surveying our house and attic, provided a reasonable quote within 48
hours, and was able to start the work within the next week. Work was completed
fuss free and to spec. They used good quality materials. Were able to run the
concealed speaker cable around a fireplace that another company had said was not
possible. Came back at no charge two months after the installation to troubleshoot
and repair one of the Cat5e points that had failed. The only minor comment I
would make is a little more time on masking off work areas to prevent dust, etc
and on ensuring faceplates etc are mounted absolutely level and flush would be
worthwhile -- but maybe I'm just fussy!. Very good value for money and I would
not hesitate to use Cable Doctors again.

3.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by Ryan 04/04/2008

The Texas Cable Doctor is truly a life saver. I recently had my television mounted above
my fireplace by Installing Flats, and they never returned to finish fishing the wires for a
wireless look. I called Lee at Texas Cable Doctor and he came to our rescue. Our 46"
LCD is mounted above our fireplace on an outside wall of our home. After being told by
numerous businesses that this installation was impossible, Lee proved them all wrong.
Lee came into our home assessed the situation and came up with a plan of action. He did
not cut any corners and was straight up with us about what he needed to do to get the job
done right. He remounted our electric box above the fireplace, and moved over our
existing cable outlit for a hidden look behind our bookshelve that houses our components.
He then fished a 25' HDMI cable through the wall, so that it is completely concealed
behind the wall. He did not drill a series of holes to fish the wire, instead only drilled the
one hole necessary to bring the cable back through the wall into the back of the tv. The
job that Lee did was amazing and the price that he did it for was much less than any other
installation estimate that I received. Lee is insured and has been in the business for many
years and is great at what he does. I highly recommend Lee to anyone that is looking for
work done whether it be basic electric work to pre wiring a new home to hanging you
television. I will definitely be using him again in the future and have allready given his
information to several friends and family. Lee, thank you once again for your hard work
and dedication, the setup looks awesome.
Ryan

4.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by dcxcab

07/31/2009 i tried to get an estimate from two installation companies to mount my
46"sony flat screen..they both turned it down because they said it was not possible to hide
the necessary cables above the fireplace through our small attic...it took alot of extra
effort from these guys but the job turned out excellent and with no add on pricing the
necessary cables above the fireplace through our small attic...it took alot of extra effort
from these guys but the job turned out excellent and with no add on pricing

5.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by ZW

07/28/2009
Very happy with Texas Cable Doctors' work, which was to install several runs of
Cat5e cabling between four different rooms, run speaker cables for a 7.1 home
theater system and mount/connect the rear and center surround speakers, and
install a pair of concealed stereo speaker cables in the living room. Lee spent a
good hour surveying our house and attic, provided a reasonable quote within 48
hours, and was able to start the work within the next week. Work was completed
fuss free and to spec. They used good quality materials. Were able to run the
concealed speaker cable around a fireplace that another company had said was not
possible. Came back at no charge two months after the installation to troubleshoot
and repair one of the Cat5e points that had failed. The only minor comment I
would make is a little more time on masking off work areas to prevent dust, etc
and on ensuring faceplates etc are mounted absolutely level and flush would be
worthwhile -- but maybe I'm just fussy!. Very good value for money and I would
highly recommend

6.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by flo12 07/27/2008

Excellent work by the Texas Cable Doctors technician.
I called them to mount my new 50" lcd tv above my fireplace. They showed up 10
minutes early & greeted me with a smile. After looking over where I wanted it
they gave me the cost(which by the way was cheaper than everyone else I called).
They mounted the Tv and hide all the wires in the wall and also cleaned up the
area and connected my dvd player for free. I would recommend these guys to
everyone.

7.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by remo p

04/03/2008
Awesome job! I'm very satisfied with their services and will be a repeat customer.
I highly recommend Texas Cable Doctors. Lee and Robert were very professional
in the installation of my 52" and my 32" flat screen HDTV's on the wall. They
will treat your home with respect and offer great services for a reasonable price.

8.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by flycaster90

03/11/2008
Hello,
this is Bert Stephens again, I currently moved and had the Texas Cable Doctor:
Lee come over and he did a wonderful job once more. The quote was right on the
$ and the service was impecable. He was recently at my mothers house to help her
w/her compter and Comcast's digi box they could not fix. HMMMMM Well great
job, and when needed I will call again on this team of installers. My next idea is
speakers in the living room with suround sound system. Can't wait!!!!!

9.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by Joe

01/09/2008 I was extremely satisified with service I recieved from these guys. I had them
install two new cable outlets and hook up one existing outlet. The installer came after
work and completed the installation in one evening. He even stayed to complete the
installation that required some outside work in the pouring rain. I would highly
recommend them to anyone looking to add connections and I will

10.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by Doug in Pearland

08/22/2007
Very professional job. Our new house didn't have cable or phone lines throughout
the house (as one would expect). Lee from the TX Cable Doctors wired 3 rooms
at a reasonable price. He studied the existing cable and places he could wire the
other rooms cost effectively and recommended a couple of changes to our request.
His knowledge and experience saved us money and we still got what we wanted
and needed. If we need any future wiring done, we will definitely call the Texas
Cable Doctors again.

11.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by squeeze53 06/14/2007

Phone Jack Installation: I passed by a truck on the way home from work that had
advertisement for phone installation. I took a chance and called him up. Turned
out to be a great move. He followed me home and did the job right there on his
way home. He did an excellant job! I will be recommending his service to others.

12.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by N

03/12/2007 Don't Call Anyone Else But These Guys!!: GREAT SERVICE!
PROFESSIONAL!!! ON-TIME!!!!!! VERY PICKY!! GREAT RATES!! VERY
FRIENDLY!!! I had two televisions hung. The first (larger) television went up without
incident. The second smaller television had the wrong wall mount. I had to go back to the
store TWICE to get a mount that would work. HE WAITED PATIENTLY FOR ME TO
RETURN! He even hooked up my dvd player and showed me how to use it!!! I can't say
enough about these guys. Purchase your plasma from anywhere. CALL THESE GUYS
TO MOUNT IT!!! They get all the thumbs up that I can find!! THANK YOU for the
great service!!

13.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by ShepZ

01/05/2007
Great job guys: These guys were at my house an hour after I called. They were
very curtious & professional. I needed 2 cable outlets put in and they walked me
thru how they were going to do it and how much it would cost. They were done in
less than 2 hours and even cleaned up the area (to my surprise). They told me that
if I had any problems to just call. I would surely use them again. Thanks Guys.

14.
User Rating: 5 out of 5 stars
by a Yahoo! Local User

12/30/2007
Lee came out to my house on a Sunday to mount a Plasma on a wall. The job
proved to be unusual, but he was able to come up with solutions that worked out
wonderfully. Way to go that extra mile! I will be sure to recommend Cable
Doctors

